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As  consumers  search for new ways  to inves t in a circular economy, luxury may be the answer. Image credit: Klarna

 
By NORA HOWE

While luxury has always been synonymous with exclusivity, it is  becoming more accessible for young consumers as
flexible payment plans and sustainable values come into play.

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, boomers and Gen X were consistently considering and buying luxury items, but
according to a new luxury report from payment provider Klarna, this trend has since flipped. Despite being newer to
the luxury category, Gen Z at 60 percent and millennials at 63 percent purchased luxury items at a higher rate over
the last 12 months than Gen X at 46 percent and baby boomers at 18 percent.

"A new generation of younger, digitally-savvy luxury shoppers is emerging, with new preferences towards how they
shop and pay," said David Sykes, head of North America at Klarna, New York. "While the allure of brand names and
exclusivity still drive luxury purchases, today's high-end shoppers are looking for greater flexibility and innovation
throughout their shopping experiences."

Klarna's survey was issued online to more than 4,000 consumers aged 18-65+ across 5 countries in October 2021,
with 1,051 respondents in the United States. Klarna also analyzed shopping data from 58 million online purchases
with Klarna in the U.S. from January to December of last year.

The new generation
With younger generations increasingly cognizant of greater social and environmental issues, they gravitate towards
industries and brands that reflect their values. Gen Z, especially, considers luxury products more sustainable using
the "buy less, buy better" mentality.

Three in four shoppers, 73 percent, factor in a brand's sustainability practices and environmental policies in their
purchase decisions. In fact, the majority of Gen Z buyers at 82 percent prefer brands that stand for something.
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Payment providers  like Klarna offer younger generations  more flexibility in luxury consumption. Image credit: Klarna

Across all categories, 60 percent of shoppers believe their luxury purchases are more sustainable and 50 percent
believe their purchases actually save them money over time.

Another major factor driving these younger shoppers to luxury is flexible payment options.

Four out of five luxury shoppers at 84 percent say they would find it helpful to pay for luxury products over time. Gen
Z and millennials, especially, are drawn to the availability of flexible, interest-free payment options.

Luxury goods as investments also motivate purchase behavior, as 26 percent of respondents, and 31 percent of
millennials, see the future resale value of an item as an appealing feature of luxury, further pointing to this group's
interest in a circular economy.

In addition to sustainability and flexibility, younger luxury consumers also crave speedy delivery. Almost half, 46
percent, of luxury shoppers say the longest they are willing to wait for delivery is one week, while 26 percent say only
48 hours.

Twenty-two percent of Gen Z shoppers are more likely than their older counterparts to expect one-day delivery
potentially a product of a generation who grew up with Amazon Prime.

Digitalization of luxury
The majority of luxury shoppers, 78 percent, see a luxury brand's commitment to innovation and new technologies
as a decisive reason for purchasing an item. From shopping in the metaverse to engaging with augmented and
virtual reality, consumers are looking for a digitalized luxury experience.

Last year, 40 percent of shoppers who bought luxury products did so online; however, 84 percent of luxury shoppers
consider touching a product essential to the luxury shopping experience, meaning bricks-and-mortar remain a
critical element of the luxury sector.

Consumers are looking for elevated in-store experiences, so brands and retailers must integrate omnichannel
strategies to best serve their customers.

Amazon has major plans to innovate the in-store shopping experience with its new fashion space Amazon Style,
integrating the benefits of shopping online into the physical environment.

Amazon Style fitting room touch screen. Image credit: Amazon

From personalized shopping to digital fitting room experiences, Amazon is looking to change the way fashion
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consumers shop in retail stores (see story).

Italian footwear label Aquazzura recently rolled out more mobile tech across its physical stores to better support its
international growth. The brand tapped retail software vendor Cegid for the project, using its unified commerce and
point-of-sale platform to add more omnichannel services to its brick-and-mortar locations.

The brand will also empower its sales associates with mobile devices powered by Cegid Retail technology to
personalize services appropriate for each boutique, region and country (see story).

A critical digital element to the omnichannel approach is social media and brand content.

Seventy-three percent of U.S. luxury shoppers purchased a product after discovering it via social media rising to 84
percent for Gen Z and 78 percent for millennials.

According to the Klarna survey, Instagram is the most popular social channel driving luxury purchases among Gen Z
and millennials, while Facebook leads the way for baby boomers and Gen X.

With influencers and brands better able to showcase products and share details on video-driven platforms, T ikTok
and YouTube are quickly climbing the preference ladder. While YouTube leads the way, T ikTok's innovative and
precise algorithm may launch it to the top spot within the year.

"For retailers, this means investing in technologies to create an elevated, higher-touch omnichannel shopping
experience, both online and in-store from interest-free alternative payment solutions at checkout, to the integration
of virtual shopping and buy online, pick up in-store services," Mr. Sykes said.
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